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About This Game

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is a game about seeing the future.

Knowing the future, you can see the paths of yourself and enemies showing where they will be in the next few seconds,
visualized in the third dimension beneath the floor. Where your path collides with the path of an enemy, the future danger is

highlighted while you still have time to counteract.

Classic top down style gameplay becomes a symphony of interweaving 3d paths where future events are highlighted, and players
have time to change the outcomes before it's too late.

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is in early access for Windows. Play it with Oculus Rift or HTC Vive if you have one.
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A masterful addition to the soundtrack, once again catering to players who want to play as asian nations.. Pros:
->Really impressive storyline - it makes the campaign very enjoyable, but be warned it takes quite a bit of reading
-> Promising population mechanics, I really enjoy how the villagers can have families and it is fun to watch them interact with
the village
-> Challenging gameplay with production chains that are affected by weather: if winter hits before your grain is done
growing...ouch. Food is tough to gather, and so is stone and iron. Water is also a resource you need to watch. The villager
reproduction rate also makes it challenging because losing one villager is enough to topple the whole system. Some people think
that makes it too hard, I love it.

Cons:
-> The game is buggy. Villagers do not move into houses that lose a family, so you end up with a bunch of homeless people
while there's perfectly good houses sitting around.
-> Farmers do not interact with the fields very well. As far as I can tell, the 'harvest fields prematurely' button doesn't even
work.
-> I had a few cases where merchants stopped showing up, I would have to build a new port or warehouse to bring them back.
-> Limited help. There's not really a 'help' program in the game and there isn't a wiki yet. The campaign will teach you a lot, but
I still don't know if it is possible to demolish a building or not.

Despite the bugs, I would still recommend this game! I've logged almost 7.5 hours so far and I'm still on the campaign. It's a
good, challenging game that will take you time to get through. All of my cons are bugs, and I'm banking on most of the bugs
being fixed by future updates.
Finally, if you're looking at this just because it is 'like Banished', buy it with a grain of salt. Both games have you building
settlements from the ground up, but Villagers focuses more on the story/campaign and less on the sandbox mode.. First off, this
game is hard as hell.....and I love it! When you die you lose EVERYTHING, I didn't expect to lose the characters that I had
acquired, but hey, roll with the punches. I am not a huge fan of the price point of the game, I think it's a little bit high, but it is
definitely a quality game from a good team that deserves the support. I put together a video of the first few levels along with
some of my deaths. I would appreciate it if you could check it out and leave me some love. Game 7\/10
https:\/\/youtu.be\/5XtdssfrXcI. Ya I do. It has available costumes you can make from finding materials in the mission, and free
weapons. And the crown output isn't bad either.. I enjoy Hidden Object games, so considering the good price...I decided to try
out Evil Pumpkin.

It wasn't very good. The graphics were nice enough, but the storyline and ending felt incomplete.

 In my personal opinion, the best sort of hidden object games are the ones where you find items in your surroundings and puzzle
out how to use them (as compared to going straight from one hidden object scene to another hidden object scene with no plot or
puzzle in between.) This game does follow those guidelines; however, the game doesn't play out quite right.

You have to do things in a cetain order to trigger events (which isn't unusual) but if you haven't finished something..you aren't
able to continue on in the game until you do. An example of this is when I found a crop of flowers that I needed to get my hands
on. In my possession I had a knife, scissors, hatchet, and pruning shears (or something like that.) Yet, it told me that I was using
the wrong items. About 30 minutes later, I got to a point where I needed the flowers , I searched for an agonizing amount of
time because I hadn't picked up anything extra that seemed like it would work. Of course, it was one of those very items that I
was supposed to be using! It had kept telling me the item was wrong so I guessed that I was just missing a crucial item I didn't
see. I am not sure why I couldn't just cut the flowers and carry them around in the inventory for a bit, but that is the nature of
this game.

It doesn't tell you what is required with puzzles...you just have to guess correctly. Including the ending...it was extremely
frustrating and then it was just....over.

Sorry, I had a lot of hope for this game, but it just didn't hit the mark.. The original game, just without open world. No idea why
it exists at all.
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I have over 5000 hours on this awesome game. This game has seen so many publishers who have all failed and burned the
ground (I mean even a damn private server managed to do better than official publishers..), this new publisher isnt an exception.
Get ready to empty your wallet cause if youre not spending 50euros\/month youre not gonna advance much, thats sad but true. I
rate it 10\/10

PS let this game die already. Before buying this pack, I highly suggest you look at what the current Battle Pass offers, and ask
yourself "Is it worth investing money into the EXP when I can grind it?"
This is because the majority of the value of this pack is mostly for the EXP, the other items are mostly sweeteners to convince
you to get the pack.

As of this review's release, Battle Pass 3 is out which is the EDM one with all the music skins, starting from Level 0, this pack
will give you enough exp to reach around level 20, giving access to a Seris skin and some other content including sprays, gold, a
Seris and Dredge emote, chests, the light show global emote and other small bits.

The Obsidian Horse while looks pretty cool, has very few skins to match it, in fact as of writing this I can only think of two
skins that fits with it, and that's Fernando's Knightmare Skin.
https:\/\/web2.hirez.com\/paladins\/wp-content\/uploads\/2018\/09\/image52.png
And the other being Ying's Deathspeaker.
https:\/\/web2.hirez.com\/paladins\/wp-content\/uploads\/2018\/09\/image47.png

Both of these skins are exclusive however, meaning chests and daily bundles are the only way to get them, if you own these
skins, this horse fits them like a glove, if however you can't get access to them. and if you don't mind your skins clashing with
your horse and being an eyesore, it's an alright mount, but for me, I'll stick with the Prowlers and Crimson Serpent.

As for the 200 Crystals, it's worth \u00a33.99 or $4.99 for Muricans, you can grab a few cheap recolours, a voicepack, chest, or
invest the crystals into reaching higher levels with your battle pass, I suggest grabbing a chest (make sure you look inside what's
in it before opening) or saving the crystals for a future skin or chest that might intrest you.

Overall it's an alright pack, nowhere as good as the past packs before like the now gone VIP Pack and gone Frontline Pack,
again like I said, ask yourself "Is it worth investing money into the EXP when I can grind it?" before buying, if yes go ahead and
get it, if no, skip it, you're not missing much when passing it.
. It's just weird having domestic pets in your zoo. Especially since the cats and terriers don't have a limit to the amount they
tolerate in their group like the other animals. You end up with a massive amount of them even when keeping just a breeding pair
and sterilising the rest and keep getting messages that they are on the verge of dying of exhaustion, even though I have several
shelters for them to rest in, the only animals I've seen that die from exhaustion have been cats, terriers and turtles not sure why?
And the weird thing is they aren't listed as an animal for the petting section. So removed the cats and terriers and put much
better animals in their place such as the lions and tigers since I was running out of space.

 Only the old german herding dog is worth having out of the dlc as it has an group limit of 8 and does not suffer and die from
exhaustion and it looks cool as well being rather wolf like.. This game was fantastic, charming little story with great voice
acting. I really recommend the game and I hope they make a follow up to the game!

. Great tutorial. A very clear and cool way to start a design with some rules easy to follow who stuck on your head. I like to paint
and draw Mechas, and this video give nice ideas and ways to start and render some characters. Anthony Jones is a true pro !. I
just bought this game and downloaded it and tried to load it to play and it would not play. Got a message saying that my
computer did not have enough video memory said it needed 32 MB to work I've had this game before with older video card than
I have on my windows 10. In the message that comes up it calls it GTR 3D why?.. I am really enjoying this game! I would
suggest it to any point and click adventure game fan. I've played a ton of this genre and this one has great humor, great voice
acting, it's beautiful, interesting, it's challenging, but not too challenging. Really cool what they did with the ghosts in the
inventory. Before buying I saw reviews about it not working, so I was hesitant, but I havent had any problems with the game
functioning. I'm loving it!. Beautiful but too classic. It's still fun to play.. I just finished this game.
Nice concept, but terribly poor execution.

They say that, during the end credits, if you turn up the volume and there's quiet in your room, you can hear the game
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whispering 'PLS KILL ME :('

4/10
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